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ABSTRACT .

.

.

....
Td understand a text, a reader must engage it three

important, cognitixe activities -- recognition, comprehension, and
. memory. Based on This two experiments were conducted with ,

children to assess individual and developmental differences in speed
of word recognition and how theseidifferences,related to periormanc,ei
on a varietp;of memory asks. One unexpected finding was that
although rapidity of word,recognition.increased sharply and . .

4. continuously from grade one'to grade nine, development was
indqpendent of this increase, ,An important implication of the two
experiments isthat developmental gains in rapidity.of word
recognition may have no necessary relation to aemqry'improvement, but
that individual differences say go hand in hand vithjdifferences
among the same individuals in pemory skills.ATw -oilier experiments
with school -aged 'children ;evealed thatcertai effects Studied
extensively it sentence verification (the neg tion anAdomparator
effects) replicated well in sentence completion, thatettabie.
differences along individual' children did exist, and that the '

differences probably derived from variation in e,efficiency with
: which different children executed elementary co native professes.

(The full report Of the first two experiaents its appended.) (HOD)
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I Introduction
.

.

i
.

.

. , . . .
. .

"He correctly read all the words in the text, but he failed to % .

$
understand it." Stetementis'of this kind 'are often made by teachers of

V 0

children in the; early and middle grades.
.

., . . 1 .
. .

, If the child in question is in the early grades, someveducetors and 4.

psychologists would clAlm that .the child..is not really regigg; he .is merely
shying. word -e, Underlying this claim is an assumption that the child mast have ,

had sufficient intellectual prowess tounderstand the text, but was
.

.handicapped by having to read it. Perhaps the child would have comprehended
better if someone else had read the text to him, and the child had simply
listened. .

.

; In an cider child, one who has reached'the middle grades and is'able to
4

read words'accurately, poor comprehension is typically attributed roa .
. ,

difficulties different frqm those that nay a younger child. One .

might sgspect'that the elder child would comprehend the text no better by

listening than'by reading. Perhaps the barrier to understandin for the

.
. ,

older child is unre2atedto the modality in which the message i xpressed.

Rather, the difficulty may reside in factors such as the compl y of the

text, the reader's familiarity with the domain of ideas from u ch the text

is drawn, and, thehilds skin in recognizing implicitly an xPlicitli
stated meanings. , -

-r
. .

.

t

This contrast between younger and older readers is c ely related to a

. 6 distinction Vet...teen developmental'and.individual dIfferk s In \I.
.
co4rehension. The younger child's failure to read ef atively for the

meaning of a text may be a handicap specific to the.m 9 of reading. - ,

Development of, reading skills-removes this handicapet. Phe improved

-_understanding of an oilier child is., therefore', pal*a result of
developmental processes involved in acquiring rpaOng skills. Poor reading

skills may' not be the only. impediment to understanding, however, and
difficulties unrelated to basic reading skiillinay binder novice readers and
persist even in -skilled readers. - These diffiOlties may be Viewed asp'

(t'

individual differences. demo of the relevant"dimensionp of differences among

. individuals tady be their backgrouAd knowledge of the material to be

understood and their facility In such fundinefital cognitive processes as,
inference, storage of concepts in memory, and.retrieval frog memory. The

distinction between developmental and individual difference is, to be sure.;

neither simple nor absolute. The two kindeof differences bay coexist in a
child. A poor reader in the middle grade may suffer deficits that are
,partly developmental,, partly individdal. Nevertheless, the distinction
proves to be.valuable as,a device for understanding possible causes of

' childreesodffficulties'in seeing'meaning in what they read. 0 ,

Y . ' 1 ,

.

The'general goal of the research described in this report was tor examine
syatematioally indiiidual and developmental,differenceslin cognitive
abilities related to reading. The importance of research in this area is

implied by investigators who have reviewed the state of our current knowledge
of the psychology of readii. Gleitman.and Rozin (1977) proposed that

. literacy should be defined as the ability to comprehend at least as well by

reading as by listening. this proposal WAS aecompahied, however, by the
discouraging obserwition that too little is known about proper methods for

... comparing reacting and listening,00mprehension, and that, as a consequence, :
there is no simple way to aesess Xhether'an individual may be considered

.
,
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., 'literate under the propoded definition.. Same of the complexities of
assessment are discussed later in 'this report.

.

-.
.

;,----

Significantly, thelook containing'the,article by Gleitman and Rozin, *

although intended, apparently, to be a book on all psychologically important
aspects of reading, contains several .chapters on visual recognition'of words
but only one chapte'r on comprehension. -A similar imbalance is evident in an
otherwise comprehensive book, The Psychology of Reading, by Gibson and 4. i
Levin (1975). The imbalance in both books is not the fault of the authors.
As Gibson and Levin rightly observed (p.,392), "We know far less, in terms of

. basic research, at-least, about factors that influence comprehension of
sentences pd longer passages of discourse in reading than we do about
factorsOhat.influence reoognitiOnM individual words." Research in t]ie

past five years has been to correct this imbalance, but it still exists as a .

problem.
..

'The imbalance is unfortunate. Our knowledge of the psychology of
comprehension is meager, yet domprehension:is the essence of literacy, if .

attainment of literacy is taken to be the achievement of equal facility in
.understanding spoken and printed meanings. Mdreover, an adequate theoretical
and empirical account of comprehension is critical for understandidg and
alleviating the problems-of poor readers, who often recognize pzinted words
well enough but fail, nevertheless, to comprehend.

-

The remainder of this report addresses thilse issues in the following
manner. Pirst,.a theory is described which outnes cognitive interrelations
among processes of visual recognition,. comprehelfgton,. and memory. The-theory

. desc'ri4es how these component processes interact during the 'act of leading
for meaninghot. the processes interact effectively in readers who understand
well and how various limitations en the component processes may cause poor
understanding. Setodd, results are reported for a series of five experiments
'Conducted under the terms of grant NIE-478-0052%

g
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II. A Theory of Reading'forMeaning
1

Reading to understand is surely a complex and elaborate cognitive skill.
Na complete theory of that skill is available. Several theorists have

proposed models for facets of the larger process. There are models of word
recognition (e.g., Massaro; t975; Rumelhart & Sipte, 1914), deparsing and
remembering propoOtional statements.(e.g., Anderson, 1976;.,Kintsch, 1977),
and of.recognizing highly abstract forms of meaning ate,- textual structure
(e.g., Simon a Hayes, 1976,;-Thiorndyke, 1977).

.The th eory behind the esent proposal is somewtiatsdifferent from the .

preceditstheories. Rather t an present a detailed account bf an isolated
facet o/"reading comprehensio , this reporf-aescribes a general view of the -----

holistic process of finding meaning in print. Discussion of the theory.will-
be somewhat brief. A more thorough presentation is available, howev;i, in
Wilkinson (198

1

A. Essence of the Theory

To understand a text, a reader must engage in cognitive

activities. Three of the most important activities are processes of visual

recognition, comprehension and memory. The fotir words underlined in the

preceding sentences arb central to the theory. It seems beet, thgref6re, to

begin by defining these terms. .

//

/

Recognition is identification of a printed configuration .as a known.
item. The item is probably no larger than a short phrase (Rayner onkie,.

1977). The perceptual process of recognition may, but need riot, be
accompanied by association of the recognized item with its sound, its
meaning, or both.

Comprehension ls the set of constructive and inferential processes
(cf. Paris & Lindauer, 1977) by which an internal representation of the
meaning of a.text is derived. The representation may include propositional
meanings (e.g., Anderson, 1976; Kintsch, 1977) as well as higher-orden
information about the mstructure of the,text,(Mandler & Johnson, 1977;
Thorndyke,-1977): affective comprehension is the constryction of a

.
representation which is internally cohesive, veridical, and well 1paked with

the understander's prior knowledge (Green°, '1977).

Memory is the let of processes that store and retrieve the outpats'of
recooitiodand comprehension. . ,

.

Und erstanding, Ss the term will be'used fro& now on, is'to be
'Th distinguished from comprehension. Underntanding is the holistic process that

encompasses all of recogniiing, comprehending, and remembering.
.

. . . ,
.

There, is more than one way in which processes of recognition,
comprehension, and memory Might be organized in the cognitive activity of

_ .derstanding. One possible form of organization adtsmes an interactive

model of reading (Stanovich, 1980; Wilkinson, 1980). In anlif-tetacIrve--. -----:

imodel, processes of recognition, comprehension,and memory are all .-

interdepenclent. Any of the three processes may hinder or tacilitute the

operations of any other. In addition, the processes are all assumed to draw
/

upon a common pgol 6r.cognitive resources, although it is-neither known nor

hypothesized whether the common resources are central attention41 capacity,
1

t
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limited buffer storage, share informational pathways, or some other form 'of
interdependendy. One purpose f the proposed research is to.obtain evidence

/ that nay reveal more clearly the nature Of the interdependence among
recognition, comprehension, Anememory. That there is some form of shared
limitatiin on the three processes seems likely,.however.

Limitations on the Reader's Udderstandiu

The preceding discussion suggests that there are several ways in which a ,

reader might fail to undei'stand a text. A ,taionomy of causes for poor
understanding must include the following. A

Recognition -Units: Restrictions on the use of external data* One

kind of limitation may occur in a pung.child who has a small sight
vocabulari.or in a more Skillful reader who scans a passage too quickly.
Understanding of the pagsage may be.impaired in either case by failure to

6 recognize words or phrases tilt are critical to the meaning. This impairment

..'

is similar (but probably not identical) to what Norman and Bobirow (1975)
calli.d a signal data limit Recognited words are the data on which

i
comprehension depends, and the data secured from the printed page are so

. , crude that an adequate understanding is not attained.
AY -

Cobtrehension limits: Restrictions on the availability of internal
data. A limitation off, kind might arise 'when words are accurately
recognized but an essential process of comprehension is not available to the

. reader. For example, one who cannot.do mental arithmetic would fail when
dIP asked to verify, without the pid'of pencil and paler,- the, statement, "Two

hundred and thirty-four minus sixty-six is one hundred sixty - eight." Failure
to comprehend the arithmetical statement may be defined operationally as .

inability to verify its correctness (Trabasso, 1972). One mightsail to
verify the .statement despite accurate recognition of all the-constituent
words. The difficulty, then, is not that data from external sources'are

', poor! On the contrary, therprinted words are accurately recognized. Rather,
the cause of failure is a paucity of internal data; veridical comprehension
requires capabilWes in mental arithmetic that the reader does qtrot possess.

- Norman andBabrow*(1975) describ0 cognitive phenomena of this sort and
, called them inter* Alta limits.

Memory limits: Failuie to store or retrieve what was comprehended. A

third rastriction may arise when the reader comprehends the important .

.concepts but fails to save or recall them. The difficulty could be in the

r, process of storage. An adequate representation of a text might be
constructed in a short-term store but never properly transferred to a more
permanent repository. Alternatively, there could be problems .of retrieval.
A proper* stored representation may decay or' become inaccessible with the

-passage of time and the intervention of new experiences.

t

'intetlactivp limits: Competition for shared cognitive resource.
LimitatiLon of another, kind may arise when the reader accurately recognizes
the esaential Wo'pdp, poisesses_thesconstructive and inferential operations
neceqsary to comprehend ele.intenfid meaning, and is competent in storing and
recalling ideal: In this case, there copy We processing resources used
jointly for recognitison, comprehension, and memory. Competition for these
resources may diminish the reader's ability to infer meanings or to store
them in an easily retrie0able form. If, for example, recogditiOn is
accomplished Je an ineffici4ht Manner demanding a generous allocation of

6 lw
.
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cognitive resources, only very limited mental capacities may-remain .to be
deployed for comprehension and memory. It is aslif so much effoit were given
to accurate recognition that little is left to be given to other processes.
In the terminology of Norman and Bobrow (1970, the reader's performance is
resource - limited in this case. Restricted understanding is not caused by
forgetting or by inadequacy of internal or external data. Rather, the'fault .

lies in competition for cognitive resources that cannot in the end'meet'all.
the demands placed upon them. LaBerge.and Samuels 4:314) haqe argued that an
understanding of limited attentional resources is an important

-....+, .

research on reading. . ..
.

d

5

.C. Individual and Developmental Differences

What characteristics of a child may be expec d to chatlIge in the usual

course of development, and, what characteristic -.1r resistant to change? In

a reader who understands poorly, what co na o of developmental lags and
Individual qualities are r sponsible for t hild's difficulties? How are
these diffiqulties related the several rands.of Cognitiye limitation
discussed above? These questions are Importarit but are not easily answered.

:A beginning can be mad; by considering in a more precise mandlir the
kinds of differences among children that could occur. Differences ofdile--

kind are stable veriationaAmong individuals. An example could be the
efficiency and capacity of short-term memory. Individual differences in

Oiolt=erm memory appear to provide a partial explanation for variation in

a Lewis, 1 5). Perhaps such memory ditferenclps explain some portion of the
vat Lability amOrig adults who are highly skilled readers (Hunt, tuna-eborg,

variabilitg n understanding at all levels oftevelopment. .Thus memory
limits, as efinei above, 'could' be a source1of stable variation.

\\"-

Experiential variations among individluals could.also °caul' in
understanding. For example, a reaSer's background kuowlddge of a tepid may
be viewed, in certaisn contexts, as a "framen,(Minsky, 1975) of relationships
amone,concepts expected to be found ,in a text that is being read. The frames,

" used bi.different individuals may veil in amount of detiil, degree of
suitability, for the text at hand, and:Similar factors.,Nith yelevaht
experience, perhapwalmost any individual could acquire an adequate frame for
some domain of knowledge, such as a frame for understanding cooking recipes.
As this example suggests, experiential variations may be similar to stable
variations in being relatively unaffected by modal developmental processes,_
but dissimilar to them in king ameliorable by a'specifio.prograe
instruction. Some cases of comprehension limits, as defined above, may be
experiential.

Finally, developmen tal differences are variations among individuals
which change with age and which Change in similar ways over a broad range of
-environmental and experiential influences on the individual (Wohlwill, 1971),
The develoToextof dgliberateapp_roaciles to_memoximation maY be an example
(Hagen, Jongeward, & K'ail, 1975; Wagner, 1974). Specific 'exPe,rience may
influence how speedily development occurs'or.how far it progresses, but not
whether it occurs. .Development of skill in managing one's own cognitive

system could be viewed as a developmental difference in vulnerabiliWto
interactive liMitation.

k

'1A77>tof distinctions seems relevant to tits teaching of reading in
r 0

, .
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two ways. -First, it would be valuable to know which aspects of the
understanding process may be altered by instruction and which hay'not.
Second, .assessment of au individual's standing on dimensions of
developmental, experiential, and stable-v,ariation would seem to be a
prerequisite: for devising a prpgram of instruction well suited to that
individual.
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'.. IiI/ Results of Experimenta .-w / V

, ' 6

In all, five experiments were per formed. Four.ot them formed a*
longitudinal project in whicha singld sample of children was tested in a
variety of wit-ye from '1978 to Jseot_ The longitudinal project provided'da:4a
concerning, both individual and developmental differvnces among the children

in the' sample. In` the fifth experiment, a sample of yourig adults was tedted

in 1981, The adult study and two of the studies with children examined the
relation betifeen rapidity in initially recognizing words and accuracy in
later remembering there. The remaining two studies.with children examined
relations between comprehension and memory. .

- ..

A. Recognitdon and Memory

. ,

There were,,three major reasons for conducting the experiments with
children - Concerning the relation between rapid recognition cf. wards and ,

memory of the words. Fir , 'under the theoretical principles discussed
above, a child's readi abiLity mig be "restricted by an iriteractive

limitation in which the child is han apPed, by inefficiency in coordinating

processes of recogntion and memory. Second,, there is,little doubt that
duririgAe first few qears.of.schooling, the 'speed with which children

recognize words increases dramatically (Doehring, 19/6; Friedrich, Schadler,
4,48( Awls, 1979), but there is, at tlp same time, little research on whether

this increase has any affect on children's ability to remember. Finally, it

is known that memory span correlates well with reading,ability (e.g.,
Stevenson, Parker, Wilkinson, Hegion, & Pish, 1976',and it has been proposed
thatjdevelopmental improvement in memory span derived from increasing
efficiency.in initially recognizing the items that are to be'regembered
(Huttenlocher & iUrke;"1,976)...

The general strategy of:the two experimew& wJyth children was to assess

indivIdual'and.developmental differences in.speedof word recognition and
then .60 examine how ,these differences related to performance on a variety 0$

. . memory tasles. Asample of 144 children was tested duiingthe 1978-79 and
1979-80 school years. The children were, ts grades 3-8 during'the first year
and 4 -9 during the second: A report of thii experiment in the first year Is

iinpress in the Journal of Experimental chin Psychology and will be
aublishe4 in August, of this year; galley proofs of this publication are
attach0 as Appendix:A. Data from the second experiment have been analyzed
completely and are currently beinq, written for submission to a scientific

journal. Only the major 'findings of these experiments are suimarized:in this
.

report. .
, I,,, 4 , , '

.,
...

One unexpected finding was that although rapidity of word recognition
increases sharpOiy and continuously from grade 3 to grade 9, memory
development is pdependent of this increase. In the first experiment, it was
found that memory variables such as storage.and retrieval in free recall and
memory for the items in a series and their orslet all exhibited a pattern of

'developmental growek different ST the graffit pattern fOr rapidity of

initial visual recognition. For ¶xample, developmental gains occurred early
but not late lithin the grade levels that were studied for a measure of
stovdge in free recall, but growth was contAluous over these grades for

measure of efficient.wor4 recognition. In the second experiment, several.

,memory tasks were presented under'tyo conditions, one'that made it

difficult for the children to initial;y recognize the words they were to
remember and another condition that ale word recognition easier. ff younger
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children's poorer memory were.partly the result of inefficiency in word
recognition, their memory,performance should have been handicapped more
severely in the difficult condition than would be the case for older

4 children. In fact, however, the handicap was equal" and consistent across.
the broad range of ages in the experimental sample. Finally, correlations
across the two experiments showed that there were stable individual
difference; among the children in such aspects of memory as rapid storage and
efficient retrieval. There-was some evidence, however, that these
correlations did depend in part on individual diff enc in efficiency of
word recognition.

:

e

. '

Thus an important implication ofOthe two experiments with children is
that developmental gains in rapidity of Word recognition may have no
neccessary relation x 1,th memory improvement, but that individual A '

differences in word recognition may go hand in hand with differences among ir
the same individuals in memory skills. It remains an open question whether
children who suffer difficulty in remembering what they read will benefit
from braining programs, such as courses in speed reading, that are .

designed primarily to accelerate word recognition.

Similar conclusions were implied by the experiment on the relation
between word recognition and memory in/adults. This experiment Was motriated
by research previously reported by Kolers.(1975), Masson and Sala c1979),
and Wilkinson, Guminski, Stanovich, and West (1291). The strategy gf these
various studies was to slow the speed with which adults readers Could .

recognize the words of a sentence or text, in orderito assess whether this.
handicap would affect how well they.remembered the sn.teloe or text. The

previous studies by Kolers and by Masson and Sala showed that, aurprisingly,
one method of making reading difficult actually improved the reader's memory.-

,_ The study by Wilkinson et al. showed that a different method of making
reading difficult had no effect, either positive or negative, on a variety of
memory variables. The study with adults that was performed under this grant
was a direct comparison of the two methods. Data from,the 30 adult subjects
in this experiment have been completely analyzed, and they suggest that'
memory for the meaning of a text is protected from being damaged by slow
word recognition if a certain condition obtains. A suffielent

K.,

conditon for preventing memory loss is that immediately after reading a .

difficult sentence the reader must attend in sore way.t the meaning of that
sentente. Under this conditon, memory forithe sentence quell later is -

unimpaned.
. . ,

.

. .

Plans are now underway to examine this condition systematically in an
, additional experiment.. In the interim, twoconlusions may be drawn

tentatively. First, in adults as in children, visually reognizing words
may by substantially independent of processes for remembering either the
words, themselves or the meanings they convey. Second, if the first conlusion
is correct, then it can also7be conluded that both word recognition and the
interaction between word recognition and'memory can be ruled out as significant
causes of limited understanding in reading. These conclusions are temtatiVe,_
however, because their relation to individual differences in cognitive

. .

abilities and in reading skill remains to be worked out..,
..

113)
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B. Comprehension,and. Memory 'N..,

In. psychometric assessment of schooliaged children, comprehension is
qften measured with tests that require completion of unfinished sentences. In
psycbolinguietic research usually done with adults, a common measure oC
comprehension is a sentence Verification task in Ihich ayes -no response is
given to indicate, whether a complete sentence is Crud or false.,Are these two
measures related? Are the cognitive. processes identified by. pscholinguistid

,' research on sentence Verification the same as those that are operative in
psychometric assessment of sentence completion? Is the ppychometrit method
correct in its tacit assumption. that there are stable differences among
children in the efficiency with which they perform the underlying cognitive
processes? If stable differences exist, do they involve the litteraction
between- cognitive processes of comprehending and remembering/.

F.
Two of the experiments that were Performed u nder the grant examined

thepe questions.. The children in these experiments were.96 of the children
from the longitudinal sample. They were tested ttiice, once in.the spring of

1979 and then again in the fall of 1980. The.two stus have been written
up, for publication and submitted to a scientific journal;ethe submitted
manuscript is reproduced in Appendix B.'

. .

One goal of the experiments was to ascertain whether certain well
established findings concerning sentence verification could be replicated in
sentende completion. The results showed that certain effects studied **

eitenpively in sentence verification, the negation and comparator effects
(Carpenter a Just, 1975; Trabasso, 1972; Wason, 1959), replicated .well in
sentence completion. In this respect, the experiments helped /e build 'an
empirical bridge between previous psycholinguistie research and traditional
methods of assessing children's ability to comprehend:

A second goal of the experiments was to investigate the cognitive .'

foundations of individual differences in ability on, tests of sentence
completion. In recent years, there have.been numerous studies of individual
differences in fundamental-cognitive processe(eeelHunt, 1978, and .

Sternberg, 1951' for reviews). To.iniestigate whether there were/differences
in fundamental cognitive processes among the children in the longitudinal
project, various measures of cognitive processing were derived fromitestsiot -
sentence completion. For example, one meagure,was the,magnitude ef the
negation effect fo'r an rndividual child. Another.example is. that the

children's efficiency in sentence completion was measured under conditions
that imposed either an extra memory load or no extra load. These conditions

,made it possible to measure for each child the degree to which comprehension
suffered when memory was heavily, taxed. By correlating measures both within
and across experiments, it was possible to assess whether individual
differences were robust over time and across variations in expekimental .

procedure. The correlations showed that stable differences among individual
children did hist and that the differences probably derived from two
underlying cognitive processes:: the act of transforming the mental
representation of an idea by negating it, and the proceps of managing demands
on memory while concurrently trying to comprehend. This latter ppocess of
managing memory while. comprehending is particularly interesting because it
implies that individual differences may derive Pram interactive limitation
concerning he coordination of memory and comprehension. ire

1.°
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Appendix. A

.I0V211,L, OF MIRU41141L CHILD PSYCHOLOGY M. 94#. (1931)

gla

Children between ages 9 and !S were tested for fecograLing and remembering
words from 6- and l2word lists. Opportunities for using deliberate mnemonics
were severely restricted. Developmental functions showed different growth pat-
tents km remembenng4he items in a snort list than for remembenng order, and

different patterns for storing items from a long hit than for retrieving them.
liowever none of these. functions was parallel to the growth function of rapid
word recognition. This absence of parallel growth contradicted a hypothesis that
memory detelops when item recognition develops The data suggested. instead,

that modest but reliable gains in rapid processes of storage and retrieval con-
tribute to memory development 3uting middle childhood.

Growth Functions for Rapid Remembering **

ALEX CHERRY WILKINSON

University of Wisconsulifadison

a "

**TheAbove article removed due to copyright restrictions
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In two experime
child 'first receiv
forced-choice res
ivebal dehcription

Abstract
.on cbmprehension, a new paradigm was used in 'which a

au input specifying a serial order, Ad then gaffe a
o complete a sentence testing comprehension ot.a

he order. The hew paradigm provided, an empirical
bridge between a standard psychometric method of assessint comprehension and
the method of sentence verification often used in psycholinguistic research.
Two major effects known to occur in sentence verification, the negation and
comparator effects, were replicated Frith the new paradigm of sentence
completion, although differences betWeen the paradigms were also suggested.

depend on how the inputoorder was reresenteditmeaory. Individual '

How children selected a response for an inc6s e sentence appeared to'
p'

differences in ability were examined by testing the.same sample.ctf children
(10 -14 i-ears old) in bbth experiments. Correlations across and within
experimentsffuggested that differences in ability were stable and derived
from variance in two cognitive galls: executing a process of negation and
managing memory lqads.
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In psychometric assessment of school-aged children, comprehensiOn is .

rcatenmeasured with tests that require, completion or unfinished sentences. It

(-psycholinguistic research usually done with'adults, a common,measurd of
.comprehension As a sentencp verification task ih which a yearn° response is
given to. indicate whether a complete sentence is true or false. Are these tuD

, measures related? Are the cognitive processes identified by pscholinguistic
research on sentence verification the same as those.that are operative in

. psyViometric assessment of sentence completion? Is the piychomettic method
correct in its ,tacit assumption that there are stable differences among

. children in the efficiency, with which they perform the underlying cognitive
.processes? The present'research examined these questions.$

One purpose of our research was to ascertain whether certain well i

established findings concerning sentence verification could be replicated in
sentence completion. Perhaps the oldest and most robust finding concerning

$ sentence. verification is the negattp effect (Carpenter & Just, 1975;
Trabasso, 1972; Wason, 1959). Whegthe sentence to be verifiedis negative,,

.
plt_takes longer to be verifi=ed and is more likely tobe verified erroneously
Olin when the sentence is affirmative. This effect of negation holds whether

' the sentence to be verified is true or false. Theoretical accounts generally__
attribute the negation effect to a stage of the,yerlfication process that
must occur for a negated sentence but is omitted for an affirmative on,. We

e investigated whether a similar negation effect occurs in sentence ,

Completion. kr ,

/
g . Another effect often reported 'in studies of sentence verificatitn

7 . concerns . comparators. 1 good example is the pair of comparators ahtve and

i , below (Clark & Chases 1972). Suppose one sees a picture of a * beneath
which is a +. Two logically equivalent statements concerning thie picture
are The star is above ,keptis And The plus is below the star. The

sentence with before if verified less rapidly and with more errors than is
the sentence 'with above. The reason for this difference between
comparators may be h t above, is held in memory in a semantically
primitive,,unmarked form, whereas belay is stored as a marked derivative of
above (Clark & Chase, 1972; Carpenter & Just, 1975). The more primitive

.
meaning is.presumed to be accessible more rapidly and with less likelihood of,.
error. For our purposes, the important point of this example is that
semantically related comparators may have different.representations in memory :
and may differ, therefore, in their effect on comprehension. We investigated
this possibility witd two pairs of,comparators: "before-after dnd

faster-slower:
When negation and comparator effects are considered together,, it is

important to ask whether they interact. What kind of interaction may exist
and how it should be interpreted are unsettled and hotly debated questions
(Carpenter& Just, 1975; Catli & Jones, 1976; Shoben, 1978). The debate on

this issue has neglected, we kink, an"important fact: An interaction

between negatitn and comps a or specifies an effect of position. Considerj

for example,/the following sentences;'Jwhich are like the sentences we used
pne of our.exRerimentsi . -

Jolur was faster than Susan, euld she was faster than Tom. (1')
-,.

... 'Sdsan wail faster than *** . 2)
Susan was noiF slower than, *** . . (3)

.
,

Sentences 2 and 3 logically equivarent, and they dim both be completed
.

,
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correctly with inf6rmation from Sentence J. In both Cases,* the correct
response is the ihird name mentioned in Sentence 1; thus position three is
Correct. Significantly, if there were a crossover interaction between''
negation and comparator, then Sentences 2 and 3 would be statistically
equivalent. The statistical interaction could mean that' psychologically
,-there is an effect of position, faster being like 121 slower because they
'both specify position three, and, similarly, eldWer betng like not fastef
because they both spedify position one.
'.. The possibility of a position effect in remembering anii comprehending
sentences ,like 1 is of interest because position effects are known o occur
in cognitive processing-uf-tuformation that, unlike a tehtence, ha4no
syAtactic laructur. Most notably, position effect§ ate known to booing in

.recalling -items flva a serially presented list and in comparing teiMs from an
overlearned ordinal set (Potts,,Banks, Kosslyn, Moyer, Riley,,& Smith, 1978;
Trabasso, 1977). Identifying position effects in sentence completion and
specifying the conditions under which they occur could help to pinpoint
fundamental properties 01 memorial representation that affect Cognitive
pro ces

.

sing 14,_.c).Ah syntactically structured sentences and ordinally
structured series. Consequently, our experiments examined whether position
effects occur whethe information needed to complete a sentence must be
found in the memorial representation of a sentence or an ordered series.

' Finally,:bur research was designed to investigate, the cqgnitive
foundations Of individual differences in abilj.ty on tests of sentence s:

completion. In recent years, there have bee numerous studies of individual
differences in fundamental cognitive processe (see Hunt, 1978;-and -

Sternberg, 1979, for reviews). Some studies eve shown that there are
individual' 'differences in the strategies tha individuals prefer (e.g.,
.MacLeod, -Hunt, & Mathews, 1978), whereas others have suggested that
individuals may use the same strategy with diffIring levels or efficiency
(e.g.; Keating a Bobbit, 1970. We assumed that there were Afferences ini
ability among the children we studied, ands we asseset4 them in two experiments
with various measures'of sentence completion. 'or example, one measure was

e ' the magnitude of the negation effect for.anndividual child. By
correlating measures both within end across experiments, we sought to

. establish whether fhdividual.differences were robust Ryer tine and across
variaiione in experimental procedure. . .

Before turning to the details of our werihents; we wish.to make
$ explicit the scope of our goal $. First, regarding individual differences,

our primary goals were to establish the f.obustness of differenbes in ability
and to find Kssible causes of the differences, rather than to identify'the
causes definitively.. Thus, for example, the.correlations we report may
derive either from differences in the effectiveness of children's various
strategies or from differences in how efficiently they executed a common'
ptrategyi Second, regarding sentence completion, our mincipal concern iras
to estabrish whether major empirical effects from the paradigm of sentence
verification, especially the negation and compahtor effects, were replicable
in the new paradig4of sentence completion. Explicating a theoretical
integration of the two paradigms is an important but 'separate task not
undertaken in this article. P .

.
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r d` In each of two experimenta.. we presented children with an input order
.

that specified a three-term series and then tested the children's
comprehension by having them complete a sentence concerning the input order.

- In both aiperimb4ts, we manipulated the conditions of input,in wayi that", were

intended to reveal thevrole of memorial processes in sentence completion.
- Maniptlation of input condition in the first txperident involved presenting .

, inputs that formed a meaningful spoken or printed sentence, a meaningless
printed word list, or a familiar sequenCe of; printed letters. We expected
that, differences in the content'orthese inputs might result in different
ways, of representing the critical ordinal information in memory/ with
differential consequences for sentence completion. In the.secdnd expeyiment,
input condition was manipulated with a dual -task,technique. .During input,
he children were given, first, a sentence to be remembered and, second, an
input order in ak.m.eaningful priAted sentence. They were theh tested in one
of two ways. They either recalled the first input sentence or completed a
sentence involving ordinal information from the second input sentence. Not

knowing whether they would be tepted for recalL or order on any given trial,
the children had to be prepared for both kinds of test. Their performance in
this dual-task condition was compared with their performance in a control
condition in which.theit was no extra sentence to be remembered. We reasoned

that imposition of an added memory load in the dual-task comdition might
reveal. tow memorial processes are managed during sentence completion.

Sdbjects
,of

%,
,

.,,,

..
.

In Experiment 1, the subjects were 96 children, aged 9-13 years. The
subjects in Experiment 2 were 90 or-these same children and 6 replacements.

;In botrelperiments, the sample ofchilerren ineluded 12 _boys and 12 girls at
each of four consecutive school grades. The grades wer0 4-7 in the spring
when Experiment 1 was conducted, and 5-8 in the following fall when
Experiment 2 was conducted.
Experiment 1 ,,,.

- -

Materials. The test item for an individual trial was a white card
printed on both sides. One side contained an input order, and the other, A
'test sentence.' Both sides were printed in large plain letters with_a_

' 6 -pitch typewriter. -----
.1 The input order was in upper,case and was one of three types: (a)_three

consecutive letters from the alphabet that formed an overlearned triple
(ABC, 2G, JUVvor XYZ); (b) a meaningful three-word sentence structured
grammatically as SVO (subject-verb-object, e.g., KIDS PLAY GAMES); or (c) a

meaningless,string of three nouns or three verbs (e.g., CABS QUEENS KIDS).
Twelve three-word sentences were prepared; then the three-word strings were
made by randomly selecting either nouns or ver:lis from the sentencts,,subject
to the constraint that no two words from the same sentence treye selected fOr
the same string. Two additional sentences and strings were made for

piactice.
% The test sentence was either'a choice sentence or a control sentence.
Symbolically, a choice sentence, as printed had one of the two general forts:

/ 3
.2 V .c/;.% 2 V

3. 1 1 .

Similarly, a control sentence had either of the following forms:
2 V 1 or 2 V 3 .

In these symbolic forms, a number standi for the element with.the
corresponding ordinal position in the input oraer, and V stands for a verb

t
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. phrase. The verb phrase vas one of the four that can be generated by .

combining was or Iles not with before.or after: A. child saw test
sentences with actual words, not the symbolic forms. An example is

f.
KIDS. .

PLAY was bef;re %EA
..GAMES1r, .

. *

Capitalization of the test se ntences was as in the example. In the case or
choice sentences, the word that completedithe sentence correctly. was equally
often nn the top or the bottom. In the case of control sentences, the
sentence was always correct aseprinted. ,

Ah audio tape, was made for the sentende inputs and their associ ted

test sentences. On the tape, a male or female,speaker said the inpu
sentence, then said all but the last word or the test sentence. ,

Prpcedure. A child had 2 practice trials and 12 test trials In'each
of four conditions: (a) read sentences: The child r6ad inpUt and test
sentences. (b) look-listen to sentences: The input and test sentences

_ 5,

.

were presented by ataio tape through headphones with the corresponding
printed sentences concurrently available to be seen on cardi. The child
said only the word that completed the test sentence: (c) read words: The

-..

child read word-string inputs and test sentences. (d) read letters: The
dhild read input letter-triples,ancl test sentences. The 12 test trials in a
given condition formed,'a 4 x 3 design. The four possible verb phrases in

,

the test sentence were crossed with three kinds of sentence completion: tkp
-.

choice correct, bottom choice correct, and control withsone chort16,'
A single set of the 4 letter,triples, 12 input sentences, and 1 wordr

strings was permuted to generate six counterbalanced arrangements.. These .

arrangements balanced' type of test sentence associated with a given input,
' presentation order of the input types, and identity of the experimenter. Two
arrangements were assigned to each.of three experfenters, each of whom
tested one third of the subjedts at each age,

Subjects were tested individuarly in a single session lasting 20-30
~minutes.d i n u t e s . The data for each trial were times recorded by the experimenter
with a stopwatch and, in itekase of.ch.oice sentences, 'the cprrecthess of. the
subject's choice. Times recorded by theexperimenter were the choice time
from the beginning of a choice sentence until the child said the word that'
completed it, and the_analogous control time on a control sentence. Choice
times were averaged over the two trials (top-correct and bottom-correct)'for
each combination of input condition and verb phrase of the test sentence.
Then the single corresponding afftrol-time was subtracted from thi,s average

cto 511eld an estimate of decision time.
Experiment-2 t

The Second experiment was presented.on a CRT monitor under the con trol
i of a microcomputer. Reaction times were measured by a clock in the computei
' withOn accuracy, of + E,!. msec.

.

_
-.--

rh
M'aterials. Some trials had a memory'sentence; All trials had both

an order sentence and a response segment. - . i

ng ssible combinations of a number from the set (two,

1. A memory sentence began with a tempbral clause in the past-tense, 1

-consists of one of the .
.

,. four, six) and a temporal unit from the.set (hours, days, weeks, months).
The temporal clause was followed by a commoi surname prefixed by Mr. or Mrs.
A stopwatch clause followed. It wis the invariant phrase "timed the
children with_a stopwatch to find' out who Could." The last portion 9f the
sentence, the activity phrase, named a famlliar activity and ended with the
words "the fastest.'`' An example is: "Six days ago, Mrs. Yotng timed the

.

t . *
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children with a stopwatch to find out who could tie their shoes the
fastest." A ,

2.1 Order sentences bad an invariant grammati6al.structure but differed
in ftoper names and pronouns. 'Names were arrange4 in sets 6f.three, either.
two boys and one girl, or two glris and one boy, 'where the odd sexed name
.referred to as the pivot, occurred in the middle of the sentence, between the
two referents. An example is: "Tom was faster than Judy, and she was fastet-
than Jim." , 1

3. A. response segment was one of two types: (a) bn half of the trials
thSt included a memory sentence, the word "stopwatch" was presented atter the

4
order sentence a. a recall cue. (b) On all other trials, the order sentence
was followed by a test sentence in one of the four,forms: (pivot) was
(fastervslower, not faster, not slower) than *** . Following this phrase
the subject was shown both referents or only the referent that correctly
completed the test sentence. When.both referents.were shown, they were on
the same line and-the correct refeient was equally likely to be on the left
or the right.

1Procedure...EAch subject redei ved 12 trials in each of three
conditions. order only: Subjects were shown an order sentence, a test'
sentence, and one or two referents. On choice trials with two referents, the

subject responded by 'pressing one of two-buttons, which were held '

continuously in the left and right hands. ,.,On control trials with one

referent, subjects were '..inektructeli to press either button as Quickly as

possible. (b) dual-order:. Subjects were shown a memory sentence, an order
sentence, a test sedtence, and oner or two referents. The procedure for
responding was the same as in the order-only condition. (c) dual-memory:

if

Subjects were shown a memory sentence, an orider sentence,and the "stopwatph"
cue. On seeing the cue, subjects were to try to recall the temory sentence
verbatim.

In each condition-the subjects were requirbd to read every.eentence
aloud at a normal. and Comfortablexate. During atrial, as soon as the
subject finished reading a sentence, the-experimenter pressed a ke on the
computer keyboard to remove the sentence fromthe sereen and replace it with
the'next sentence.

The three conditions were presented in two blocks; the order o hese

blocks was cdunterbalanced across subjects. One blo4 contained thrder-
only trials. The other block contained dual-jaemory and dual-order Arials,
randomly intermixed; the randomization was done independently for 4ch
subject. In this block, subjects clirnot knoy whether they would be tested
for memory or order until the response segmehtW the trial began.

. Subjects were tested individually in a single session lasting 20-30
minutes by one of two experimenters. .The data for 00* order-onli,snd dual-
order trial were reaction times measured by the,computer, and in *he case of
choice trims,, the correctness of:the suh,lect's choice.; As in the first

experixhent, typ,times were of,interest: ..t le choice tile' from the onsgt of two

referents to the subject'e response, and the control time fiom the pnset of a
single correct referent to the pressing of either gesponse butt6. Decision

time was computed'by averaging.cludce times for the left-correct and right-
correct trials for one pf the four kinds of test sentences, and then
subtracting the control time for that same kind of test sentence. For each
memory trial the subjects were given.a memory score comprised of one point
for each of the.following items correctly recalled:" the number in the
temporal clause, the temporal unit in the temporal clause, the name: alid the

activity part of the activity phrase.

.
4.V
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Statistical Analysis
With each child having two Choice trials and one control trial for a

given type of test sentence, the data were to sparse to prdvide.reliable
estiiates of time and. accuracy for everytindividual on every type of test
sentence. -Thus it was advisable to average. For analyses concerned with
memory processgs and develomental differences, averages were computed. fors a
sentence-type across subgroups of children. For analyses concerned wrth
individual differences, averages mere computed for a child across susets of
sentencel 4

In computing these averages, two corrective steps were t aken . First,
-mean deciaion5imquwere computed as trimmadmeansv excluding a fixed dumber
of both high and low vglues. According to Hosteller and.Tukey (1977),
trimmed means are more efficient than ordilary meAds for distributions which
have markedly long tails, as did those of fhe decision times in the present
experiments. ,Second, to prevent restriction of variance for propoltions that
sometimes approached 1.0, proportion correct was transformed to logistic
accuracy, as recommended by Hosteller and Tukey (1977). The formula for
this transformation is z hi"( P / ('1 - ), where,\for r correct' ,

out of N, (x + .167) / (N + .333):
In analyses concerning Memory processes and developmental differenc;s,

logistic accuracy with N 12 and mean decision time with N trimmed to 8,
were computed across the 12 children in a cell of the experimental design. -

c These means were then used as the data for analyses of covariance. Two
simple analyses of covariance were done,' One on accuracy with time as the
cover/ate and the other on time with accuracy as the covariate. ,Factors in
these analyses were age, sex, test sentence, input condition, aril all two-
way interactions among these factors. Higher interactions were pooled as

, error. These Analyses made the simplifying assumption of a single common
slope far the covariate. Of greater interest was another analysis, called
the fUll covariance analysis, in which the d'rope of the covariate was allowed
to vary according to ige, sex,,test sentence, input condition, and the two-
way interactions. In-this analysis, accuracy was tie dependent variable/and"
time the covariate because the principa;/concern wah.to examine accuracy as
a,function of the time taken.t6-decida 4n a response. Effects that were
empirically null in the full covariance,analysiswera successively deleted
fromuthe full covariance analysis until only significant effects remained.
In all analyses, age was coded as the contrast bdtween children in the two
older groups combined (averaging 13 years),and'those in the two younger groups
(averaging 11 years). Comparable analyses using the linear trend in school
grade yielded comparaWle reSults but will not be reported.

. To analyze individual differences, logistic accuracy aid trimmed mean
decision time were computed for groups of test sentences, that tad been found
in the covariance analyses to be appropriately grouped together. Values were
computed for each child individually in each experiment./ All the child's
data were used in computing logistic accuracy fo; a ,partic.31ar group of
sentences. The. slowest and fastest times 'for that child on a group of
sentences were trimmed from that child's mean decision time. Onlythe,data
of children who were albjects:In both experiments were used in ts,analyses
of individual differences.

-,
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, Results
Experiment 14 Analyses Concerning Memory- and Development

A simple covariance analysis showed that decision time, adjusted for
logistic accuracy, was faster for lOc ing and listening to sentence input
(.91 sec) thiefor reading sentence:input (1.28 sec), 7(1, 102) 775P 2

;0.45 .91. This finding Oobably indicates that in looking-listening, the-child
..

i couldbegin,to:decpe on a response to the test sentence as the tete was
presented and so could respond quickly. In reading, however, the requirement'

to say the test sentence aloud may have inhibited the decision process until.

0

oral reading had ended.
A second,effeit in the same analysis was that adSusted maitMumtdecision

time was faster for printed and spoken sentences (1.10 ,sec) than for word-
# lists and letter-triples (1.25 sec), P(1,'102) . 6.10, 2 < .05. This

finding suggeits that during decision making, access to the memorial
representation of a sentence was faster than to that of a series.

. In one of the simple covariance analyses, the slope for logistic accuracy'
was virtually zero, and so was the slope for decision time 'in the other
simple analysis, both F's < 1. wever, 'the full covariance analysis showed

that the slope for decision time n the time-accuracy function varied
according to an interaction between age and test sentence, P(3, 112)

3.11, 2 < .05, Inspection of the slopes revealed that in all but one case
the slope was virtually zero. The single exception was when older 15hildren

respfred to test sentences containing before. Consequently, a model was
fit to the data in which this slope alone was free to differ from zero. The

estimate of this slope was .98.units of logistic accuracy Per sec, which is
approximately again of .20 per sec in proportion correct.

Given one nonzero slope, it Was necessary to select a benchmark time at
which meaa-accuracies, could be compared. The time chosen for tats purpose".._
as 1, sec, which was approximately the median time and was within the range
of observed times at each of theifolir ages investigated in the study.
Estimated accuracy at 1 sec, as computed from the model with one nonzero

slope, will be called benchmark accuracy.
Converflng from-logistic values back to proportion correct, the benchmark

accuracy of older children (.70 was greater than that of younger children
(.66), F(1, 119) 1143, 2 < .004. In addition, there was a comparator., w
effect, after producing greater benchmark accuracy (.76) than before

FIT:719) 9.65, 2 < .01. These mean differences concerning age
and premition must be interpreted with an eye to the previously mentioned

effects concerning slopes. Within the range of observed decision times, the
averaged time-.accdracy functions for younger children were two parallel
lines, both with zero slope, the after line being .131highezkthan the
before line. The zero slopes gay meap/that the.younger children responded
at times whenitbeir accuracy had reached an asymptotic plateau. In contrast,

the fitted functions for older children were, first, a line with zero slope
but high benchmark accuraey for after and, second, a line with positive
slope but with tenchmark accuracy lower by .13 for before. Extrapolation
implied that the two lines for the older children wald converge at 1.6 sec,
but this projection is tenuous because it is at the bbundary of the observed
decision times. These results imply an interesting kind of development.
'Younger children were handicapped by before, as were the older children,
lbut the older ones were able to compensate for this handicap, at least in
part,. if they delayed their response.

In addition to this developmental interaction, effects re found
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concerning memory pfocessesdthat'witEin,the age range and statistical power
of the experiment, xeseideveloccaantqlly constant. Two such effects were
'interactions bbtveen'input condition and an aspect of the test sentence. .1

First, the prepairton effect was in one direction fOr familiar letter- --

triples end in thdLopposite direction for unfamiliar word- lists, F(1, 11 :)
'me 7.90,.:..E < .01...*Meaqa for this interaction are in Table I. Seaond,

letters'and words" shored Opposite position effects, F(1, 119) 13.67, p
4V- ' .001. The relevant means are in Table 2. Note that the tabled means how

no Position effect fier sentences ana a preposition effect fOr sentences
4

're
4

. sembling that for letters;. . A . . .

e I :

7".

irisert Tables 1.."-and 2 here.

One explanation of these results is that there were directional bias's
deriving from till:, manner in which various inputs were Tepresented and

accessed in.memory. With familiar letter-triples, a bias favoring both

after and the first position could have resulted from a serial
representation. Perhaps the letter inputs were available in long-term m mory
as serially ordered sets most readily accessed at their initia In

cdnstrast, the unfamiliar word lists may have been held in a to
representation for which, as in free recall,, recent elemen we

be accessed first for output. Thus a.bias favoring 4both be
third position may have resulted from factors similar to those 'responsible
for the well known recency effect. More problematic is the finding that,
sentences, unlike the other inputs, showed no position effebt. A plausible
argument can be made that sentences produce different resulti because their
memorial representation was different from that of both letter-triples and
word- lists. Rather than being stored as an ordered series, a sentence may
have been represented as a hierarchically organized proposition. Perhaps
access to the proposition was gained through the verb, which in a simple SVO
construction could well have been equidistant in memory from the two response
choices. Kintsch's (1974)-theory,of propositional representatkans in memory
seems compatible kith this account, because the verb , according to Kintsch,

is the leading constituent in the memorial representation of an SVQ
construction. Admittedly, the present, data do not establish conclusively how
the various inputs were memorially represented. Without'some assumption of
differing representation, however, it would be difficult to ex r the

observed directional biases. 4

Finally, a strong effect on benchmark accuracy was observed for negation,
. F(1,119) m 7.53, 2 < .01, Children were more accurate far affirmative test

sentences (.75) than ,for negatives (.64). No interaction compromised this

effect.
Experiment 2: Analyses Concerning Memory and DeVelopmen

In a dual-task paradigm like that of the second' experiment, thesecondary
task should have certain properties. To assure that it requires attention,
the secondary task should be difficult but not overly so, avoiding both floor

and ceiling effects. In, addition, it should be equally difficult for
different groups of children; otherwise, group differences on the primary
task might be unwanted side effects of differences in ability to manage the
secondary teak. The recall task had the desired properties.' Overall, the
mean proportion of items correctly recalled was .52. 'An analysis of variance

showed no hint of age or spx differences, all Fs < 1. There were, ho ever,

individual differences amohg children in excess{ of the variation in m asured

9
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The means reported in the preceding paragraph, and others to be reported
bielow, were computed by untransforming-logistic values from the full
covariance analysis. The untransformed values estimate accuracy at a
benchmark decision time of 250 msec. This benchmark value was, like that.of
the first study, approximately the median time and was within the range of
observed times at all ages. The 250'mse% benchmark of Experiment 2 is
markedly shotter,than the. 1 sec benchmarkAf Experiment 1,. however. This

1- difference itteY'dative in pare-ffbm the.usr Of a stopwatch in the first
experiment and.tdomputer in the second. In additibn, under the propedure of
the first study, times on control trials could have been unreasonably short a
because the subject !mew while reading the initial part of 'the test sentence
.on a control trial_that there was only one choice for response. Consbquently,
tfie control time may have been speeded and, when subtracted from the choice ,

time, it could have produced a roue estimate of decision time. In

contrast, when a child read e ini al part of a test sentence in the second
study, there was no way to know whet er two ahoices would appear for regpOnse
or only one. There was §robabl). no peed-up of the control tine, therefore,
and the estimate of decision time was correspondingly mor conservative.

Benchmark times ary reported for Experiment 2 because s in the earlier
eiperitent, the slopelvaried. Unexpectedly, they varied by sex. The slope
of the time-accuracy fuiCtion was -.33 per sec in logistic units for,girlq ,
and +.99 per sec l'or boys,s7(1, 116) . 6.45, 2 < .0:P.Translating to
proportion correct, these slopes mean that over the interval from 0 to,560 k
msec decision-time, girls' accuracy would decline slightly and

7 nonsignifictiptly from .67 to .63, whereas boys' accuracy would rise reliably
from ,59 to .71. The constancy of the-girls' accuracy is sensible if, in
fact, the girls rarely responded with.decision times near zero, preferring vto
'wait until they had reached a point at which r further gain in accuracy .

could be achieved. The boye,'however, may have preferred a strategy
emphasizing speed, resulting in some quick but inaccurate responses and in
better accuracy when responese were delayed. Data fraw a simple covariance
analysis.of decision times, adjusted for logistic accuracy, supported this
interpretation of the,:t.ex difference. Boys' times averaged 49 msec faster
than girls', 3.0, 100vg 6:71, 2 .01, a speed-up of about 20% relative 44
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abilities,, that would be expected if all children had the same true atIlity..,

aUnder an assumption of binomial sampling and equalctrue ability, the exptcted
standard deviation of measured abilities on the secondary recall task would
he .672; empiricalay it was .144. The ldrgp Variation among individuals ,.

raises the .possibility thgt different children had different dttategies for
managing the secondary recall task, some strategies being more effective than
dthers. Nevertheless, the task was appropriately difficult on the average,,
and diffeiences in strategy, if present, left group averages virtually equal
across age and sex. . .

A full covariance analysis showed that imposition of the secondary recall
task penallebdperformance on the primary task bf sentence completion. The

mean proportion correct on the primary task was .62 with the secondary task
and ..68 without it; F(1',.116),. 8.64, 2 < .01. This result implies that
the primau,task,of sentence completion made demands on memory that
conflicted with those of, the gecondary recall, task, Irbortqntly, there was no
'ind-ication:that the penalty of the secondary task interacted with:any other
factor, not even marginally. Thus, for example, any developmental differences
on the primary tusk were, in the present data, a consequence of factors other
than dexeloycental improvement in ability to manage competing demands on

ti
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e benchmark decision Idle of ,?50rmsec.

.
D elopzent'ally, three effects..involving age were found in the full

.covarianceanalygis. FOlts,t, the benchmark accuracT.of Alger children (.68)
.4was greatst than.thatrof younger children (.63); F(1, 1,1,611 0_5.52, ja <
,,.05. :3tis difference was present, however, only:;hen gle correct choice

corresponded to the figst position in the order Sentence. As shaft in Table
3, age interacted with Popition, P(1, 116) * 7.73, p.< .01. A satisfying
explanatidn of this interaction is elusive. There was also a significant L.
interaction between age and adjective, as shown in,Tabie 4, !Si; 116)

. 5.95, 2 < .05. Although btatistically significant, this interaction seems
artificial because a floor effect attenuated the age difference for they
adjective slower. ,'

&. 1 -1.
.

..".

Insert<Ables 3 and 4 here.
...

. .

,

A

'

Notably, neither of the interactions in Tables 3 and 4 is a crossover

. interaction; nor does either havea compelling theoretical interpretation.'
It in:Teasonable, therefore, sto,examine die co responding main effects. The

modest effect of position, shown in the margin of Table 3, was significeint, J.

F(1, 116) y 3.88,2 < .05. In direction, this effect is like the
position effect f w rd-lists in Experiment1 (see Table it). 'It may be that

a-ties favoring pose ion 3 occurs whenever the input order is arbitrary,
for koth the word-lists in Experiment 1 and the.:841411.ces of names in the
ordePsentences is Experiment 2 were haphazard. In magnitude, however, the

position effect Aso small in the preset eaperiment that it bary
differed from the null effect for sentence inputs in4the earlier experiment.,

p Thus one,might argue that whenever the input order is embedded in a sentence,
the position effect will be negligible. Top interpretations may be giten,
therefore, cOncerning the relation betwedh Aentencecontent and positional

contrast
additional -data can establish which of the two is abetter,

cIn ontrast to the Ambiguous reilts concerning position effects, the
main effect of adjective, shown in the margin of Table 3, is convincingly
lerge, F(1, J16) m 42.51,,2 < ;001. In magnitude,

4
tilis coMpaz'ator effect

is ,comvitable. to the prepositio .effects in Experiment 1 (see Table 1). Two

factors may have contribute t the adjective effect. First, the djectiv

AA the °MA sentence was a r; when this adjective also appea in the

test sentence, it may cued retrieval of,the order sentence., econd,

when faster was in the test-sentence, the correct response was the referent
that hadiolloweethis adjective in the order sentence; Aims the Ordinal
stryotures of the two senfesces vre compatible. But if ordinal compatibility

. helpful? There was Zrdinal compatibility for test sentences with
before in the .previous experipent, and, indtbdl,performance vas gener4ly
better on these sentences. The ot ,eite was true, however, when the input,

r, was at overlearned letter- triplet' PerhapaWhat mattered was not compatiVflity,
between tdriporal, order of input#and sequence °Mention in the test
sentence. Instead, the crificalfaCtor may hale been a tacit assumption that ,

- as elements of the input order were retrieved from memory, the one most
readily retrieved was likely to be the correct one, This account squares
with the Iiindings from both experiments.

Finally, benchmark accuracy was greater for affirmative test sentencep
, (.68) than for negatives (.63), F(1, 116) 01.43, ja'< .05. This effect

was somewhat'smaller than in Experiment 1, although not unreasonably so. The

effect Oettild have been attenuated by the generally lower level of perf ance
)
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in the second experiment, in which m ean benchmark accuracy was .65 as
compared to .70 in the first experiment.
Both Experiments: Analyses Concerning Individual Difference s

To investigate the stability of individual differences among children,
,averages were computed. across test sentences for each child: For example,
from the data, of Ekperiment 1 four values were,computedl (a) *the logistic
transform of mean accuracy over all tbst sentences, (b) mean decision.time
trimmed to exclude the fastest and slowest responses, (c) the child's
negation effect for accuracy, computed as the difference between logietic
accuracy on affirmative and negative test sentenced, and (d) the chiid's
negation effect for decision time, computed as the difference between trimmed
mean times Oeaffirmative.and negative tests. (Estimates of a child's
individual positiOn and preposition effects tire not computed.for this
experiment, however, because these effects interacted with input condition,
as reported in Tables 1 and 2). -Variables (a) and ZIO were used together as
a composite indicator of the child's overall perfoymance.in the experiment,
and variables (c) and id) were'used together as a/composite indicator of the
negation effect for.th t child Similarly, accuracy and time variables
comped from the,dati of Experiment 2 provided composite indicators of a
child's overall performance, negation effect,,adjective effect, position
effect, and dual -task penalty. A final variab4 was the, child's total score

4
on the secondary recall task in Experiment 2.

Canonical correlations were computed among these composite inclicatiors. A,
canonical correlation measures the association between two sets of variables;
in th'e special case where one'set contains one variable (i.e.,. the recall
score) and the second set contains more Ulan one, a canonical.correlation is
identical to a multiple correlation. Actuglly, the canonical correlations '

were computed 'twice,, first on the ,original variables as defined abpve and
then on residual variables computed by removing lihear and quadraf,ictrends
in school grade from every original variable. The otiginal and residual
canonical correlations were nearly identical. Differences in absolute y

.
magnitude between the two correlations ranged from zero to .054 And ayeraged_

)

.016. Thus the correlations remained the same when developmenkal variance
was removed.

. ro/

Insert Table 5 here.
110'

7

0

Table 5 shows the canonical correlations for the original variables. It

should be noted that these variables are based on,, at best, a modeit number
of trials per child and that most of the variables are difference scores, .
which are notorious for having low reliability. Thus the correlations may be
attenuated. Despite this possibility, several correlations were
significant. The correlation between overall perforhance in the two
experiments indicates thatthe cognitive abilities underlying sentence
completion are moderately freebie over time (approximately nine months) and
over nontrivial modificatksns of experimental design.

Notably, the negation effect was associated with overall performaiice. Of
the four correlations between two estimates Of the negation effect and two of
overall performance, three yore significant. Inspection of the canonical
coefficients (analogous to regression coefficients) showed that childreniwithit,
higher overall performance bad smaller deficits on negative sentences. *

Finally two restQs concerning the dual-task peqalty were interesting.
First, the penalty wa smaller for children with high overall. performance

4*
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than for those whb were low overall. ,Recall that the dual-task penalty was,
not associated with age. It was, however? associated with individual
differences in sentence completion. Apparently, ability to manage an extra
memory-load varied among individuals in'a wet that-did not change with 4ge

- over the range of ages in these experiments. Second, the dual-task penalty
was clearly associated with the position effect. The canonical coefficients
showed that children who suffered a large penalty when the secondary recall
task was imposed also experienced a smaller benefit whenithe porrect response
was from the last (easier) position. This finding lends support to the
argument made above that the position effect in sentence completion may be
related to the recency effect-ip ftee recall.

. General Conclusions -

Our experiments support the conclusion that sentence completion produces
effects broadly parallel to thOse typically obeserved in sentence
verification: Whatever cognitive processes prqduce the negation. and
comparator effects in verificatiOn were jbably responsible for the similar
effects we found in completion. However,'Wespite the presence of similar -

- effetts, th!re may bean important difference concerning magnitude of
effects. vepfication, where theoajor variable is usually reaction time
at nearly perfect accuracy, the extra time for negation is ordinarily much
larger th#n the difference in time between comparatOrs (Carpenter & Just,
1975; TrOasso, 1972).01n the present experiments on completion, where the
major variable waspenchmark accuracy at intermediate levels between chance
and errorless peformance, the effect of negation was distinctly and
consistently smaller than the difference in accuracy between comparators.
thisreversal in the relative magnitude of the negation and comparator
effects could..be attributed to.numerous procedural differences between the
present experiments and published studies of verification. New studies that

' directly compare the two paradigms seem warranted.
.., An additonal concldbion is that individual differences in sentence

completion.are at least Moderately stable.. There is good reason to believe
that such differences derive from variation in the efficiency with whiph
different.children executed elementary cognitiie processes, including
processes for managing memory loads and for performing an act of negation
upon_ information held, in a memorial representation. What, remains in doubt is

_ not whether there is stability in these differenc9s but how much. It is
possible that our correlations might have been greater if more extensive data

a.. involving many more trials had been obtained from,each child.
,
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Table 1

Interaction concerning the Preposition Effect: Accuracy for

After and Before with Letters and Wards as Input (Experiment 1)

.

Preposition 'Letters Words Sentences

after . .86 .62 .76

12f24 .43 *.79 .63

Note. The tabled values are on a s cale of proportion,cOrrect, computed bi.y

converting
to this scale from adjusted benchmark accuracy on the logistic

scale.
dOO Of

'$

:
..c

,
4 Table 2 , C. .

Interaction concerning the Position Effect: Accuracy for Positions 1 and 3 '
as the Correct Position witeletters and Words as /malt (Experiment 1) ..

Position Letters* Words Sentences
1 .4. .. 83 .56 ' .70

....

3 .50 .84 ..69

Note. The tabled values are on a scale of proportion correcteomputed by
converting to this scale from adjusted benchmark a&acy on the logistic sc
300.31

. 31.
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Tab
tion.letween Age and Adjective: Accuracy of Younger and Older
Children for Same and Opposite Adjective (Experiment 2)

. -

Adjective . Younger Older 'Mean
Same (f.(faster) .69 .75 .72
Opposite love) -.56 .59 .57

tabled values are on a scale of proportion correct, computed by
to this scale, froifiadjusted benchmark accuracy on the, logistic

',.---rable 4
Interaction %between Age and /Position: Accuracy of Younger and Older
Children for Positions 1 and 3 as the'Correct Position (Experiment 2)

Position . Youngee Older Mean.
,`,1 - .59 .67 .63

'! J. 3 1 .66 4; .68 ' .67

are
.

They tabled values are on a -scale of, proportion correct, 'computed by
rting to this scale from adjusted benchmark accuracy on the logistic

. . . vc,... 1.
4

im Table 5
.Canonical Correlations Within and Between Experiments

Variable :(2)-. (3) 6.--(4)

Experiment f . .
Overall performance (1).
Negation effect (2)

Experiment °
Overall. perforincince (3 )
Negation effect ,(4)
Adjective effect-i5)
Position effect (6)
'Dual-task penalty (V
Recall' score (8)

< .05
" 2 < .01

(5) -(6) (7) (0'

.38" .32* .38" .19 :15 .09 * .28*
.21 .19, .26 .16 .16 .13

e34 .22 .30 .32* .11.

.20 .30 .1.23 .10

.28 .24 .121
.44** .09

.04
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